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Abstract: The growing popularity of e-commerce has prompted researchers to take a greater interest
in deeper understanding online shopping behavior, consumer interest patterns, and the effectiveness
of advertising campaigns. This paper presents a fresh approach for targeting high-value e-shop
clients by utilizing clickstream data. We propose the new algorithm to measure customer engagement
and recognizing high-value customers. Clickstream data is employed in the algorithm to compute
a Customer Merit (CM) index that measures the customer’s level of engagement and anticipates
their purchase intent. The CM index is evaluated dynamically by the algorithm, examining the
customer’s activity level, efficiency in selecting items, and time spent in browsing. It combines
tracking customers browsing and purchasing behaviors with other relevant factors: time spent
on the website and frequency of visits to e-shops. This strategy proves highly beneficial for e-
commerce enterprises, enabling them to pinpoint potential buyers and design targeted advertising
campaigns exclusively for high-value customers of e-shops. It allows not only boosts e-shop sales
but also minimizes advertising expenses effectively. The proposed method was tested on actual
clickstream data from two e-commerce websites and showed that the personalized advertising
campaign outperformed the non-personalized campaign in terms of click-through and conversion
rate. In general, the findings suggest, that personalized advertising scenarios can be a useful tool for
boosting e-commerce sales and reduce advertising cost. By utilizing clickstream data and adopting a
targeted approach, e-commerce businesses can attract and retain high-value customers, leading to
higher revenue and profitability.

Keywords: advertising scenarios; clickstream data; e-shops surfers; online marketing; e-commerce

1. Introduction

E-commerce has become a popular activity among internet users both for searching
and for buying goods, with a consistent increase in sales volume and visitors over time. Ac-
cording to the research completed by eMarketer [1] and Statista [2], online retail e-commerce
sales in 2022 exceeded 5.7 trillion U.S. dollars worldwide and will reach $6.51 trillion by
2023, with e-commerce websites taking up 22.3% of total retail sales.

Online shops meet challenge to attract high-value customers and capture their interest
for making purchase decisions during their online search. A high-value customer is
someone who actively engages with a business, showing a strong interest in their products
or services. These customers make more frequent purchases compared to others, and when
they do buy, they tend to spend a significant amount of money. In essence, their consistent
engagement and higher spending make them particularly valuable to the business.

Our research introduces a novel algorithm designed to gauge customer engagement
and identify high-value customers. Important part of the activities aiming to engage cus-
tomers and convince them to make buying decision is made in the areas of improving
purchase experience via shopping sites, extending payment modes, using direct communi-
cation with the customer and other online marketing strategies.
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Despite wide usage of customer engagement approaches it is still not clear what
drives such big e-commerce growth. In 2022 the survey “Drivers of online purchases” was
conducted among 9989 U.S. respondents [3]. According to their opinion, online purchases
are most influenced by the convenient delivery and shopping method, avoiding crowds,
cheaper goods price, wide product range, etc.

To attract customers and influence their purchasing decisions, e-commerce businesses
aim to enhance the customer experience on their websites, make a clickstream analysis and
utilize diverse online marketing strategies.

Clickstream analysis is used in web analytics to track and analyze the navigational
behavior of users as they interact with a website. The term “clickstream” refers to the
sequence of clicks or actions that a user takes during a session on a website. Clickstream
analysis involves collecting and analyzing this data to gain insights into user behavior,
preferences, and the overall user experience.

Clickstream data records contain online actions of internet users, including the number
of visited pages, time spent on each page, and devices used for browsing, as explained by
Amaral et al. [4]. By analyzing clickstream data, companies can identify potential buyers,
measure their level of engagement, and offer personalized promotions and incentives to
encourage them to make a purchase.

Different methods have been proposed to analyze clickstream data, such as visual-
ization of online shopping behavior [5], evaluating time spent on each item page [6], and
detecting browsing patterns to identify potential customers [7–9].

Overall, clickstream analysis provides valuable insights into customer behavior and
preferences, allowing e-commerce companies to offer more personalized and effective
advertising campaigns. With the increasing importance of e-commerce in today’s digital
economy, clickstream analysis is becoming an essential tool for companies looking to
optimize their online sales and marketing strategies. The research works tend to employ
more customer history information for increasing precision of the models.

However, measuring customer engagement still remains a challenge, especially for
predicting behavior and ad targeting success to the new customers who do not have long
browsing history in general, or losing their browsing history due to deleting cookies,
changing browsing devices. This article proposes a novel algorithm to measure customer
engagement and identify high-value customers for personalized advertising campaigns.
The algorithm uses clickstream data to calculate a customer merit (CM) index that reflects
the customer’s engagement level and predicts their intention to make a purchase. The
algorithm dynamically evaluates the CM index, taking into account the customer’s activity
level, expediency in choosing items, and time spent exploring them. It is assumed that the
proposed dynamic Customer Merit (CM) index can be used for triggering advertising only
to the specific customers defined by their online activities, therefore the customer response
ratio by taking buying decision after seeing the ads is increased, and the total advertising
costs can be reduced.

The main results of the study are described below. In the next section we will review
articles on Targeted Advertising, Clickstream Data and User Behavior Analysis. Section 3 of
this research presents the methodology of research and proposed algorithm for evaluating
customer behavior and identifying high-value customers. Section 4 introduce and explains
the experimental results of applying the algorithm to clickstream data from two different
e-commerce platforms, demonstrating its effectiveness in improving sales and targeting
personalized advertising campaigns. The article ends with a discussion of the results and
the most important conclusions.

2. Literature Review

The dynamic landscape of e-commerce has prompted businesses to adopt innova-
tive strategies for customer engagement, with personalized advertising. This literature
review explores the integration of clickstream data for personalized advertising, specifically
emphasizing its role in targeting high-value customers. As businesses seek to tailor their
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marketing efforts to individual preferences, understanding and leveraging clickstream data
has become instrumental in optimizing the efficacy of personalized advertising campaigns
within the e-commerce domain. In order to find out the trends in this area, we carried
out the review of existing research, shedding light on the evolution, challenges, and op-
portunities associated with this intersection of personalized advertising and clickstream
analytics.

We started by employing a broad set of more than 50 different keywords (see Table 1)
relevant to e-commerce, including user behavior patterns, personalized advertising, high-
value customers, business strategy in the context of advertising competition, and click-
stream data for understanding user behavior. These keywords were carefully chosen to
encompass a broad spectrum of aspects within the targeted research domains.

Table 1. Clusters of literature related to personalized advertising in e-commerce.

Cluster Characteristics Keywords

1: Behavioral Analysis in E-commerce
[10–12]

This cluster is centered around
understanding and analyzing user behavior
in the context of e-commerce. It involves the
application of machine learning techniques
for clickstream analysis, targeting advertising
based on user behavior, and exploring
various dimensions and platforms. Key
themes include engagement, loyalty, and the
overall online experience. Deep learning and
sequence mining are also mentioned,
emphasizing the complexity of studying
online user behavior over time.

behavior, e-commerce, clickstream,
machine learning, engagement,
experience, purchase, clustering,
clickstream analysis, target advertising,
web log mining, classification, products,
deep learning, sequence mining, online
user behavior

2: Business Impact and Strategy
[13–15]

This cluster revolves around the business
impact of advertising strategies, including
competition, design, and cost analysis. It
delves into research and development,
benefit-cost analysis, and game theory in the
context of advertising. The cluster also
considers dual-channel approaches and
explores the broader impact of advertising on
business returns and regressors. Business
strategy, particularly in the context of
advertising competition, is a key theme.

impact, competition, design, cost, cost
sharing, research-and-development,
benefit-cost analysis, game theory,
returns, regressors, dual-channel,
advertising competition, business
strategy

3: Targeting and Persona-lization
[16–18]

Cluster 3 emphasizes targeting and
personalization in advertising. It explores
antecedents, psychological reactance, and
behavioral targeting strategies. The cluster
addresses user reactions and responses to
personalized advertising, considering factors
such as intrusiveness and reactance. Themes
of persuasion, promotion, and context are
woven into the discussion, along with
specific considerations for recruitment
advertising.

targeting, personalization, antecedents,
psychological reactance, behavioral
targeting, intrusiveness, reactance,
responses, persuasion, promotion,
context, recruitment advertising

4: Clickstream Data and User Behavior
Analysis
[19–22]

This cluster is centered around clickstream
data and its analysis for understanding user
behavior. It explores goal orientation, efficacy,
and indicators within clickstream analytics.
Dropout prediction and user navigation are
key themes, highlighting the importance of
understanding user behavior patterns
through the analysis of clickstream data.

clickstream data, goal orientation,
efficacy, indicators, dropout prediction,
clickstream analytics, user navigation
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Utilizing academic databases and search engines, we conducted thorough searches
using the selected keywords to identify a diverse range of articles. We applied strict
inclusion criteria to filter articles relevant to the scope of our study, considering factors
such as publication date, relevance to e-commerce, and focus on user behavior, advertising,
and business strategy. The initial search yielded 236 articles that met our inclusion criteria.

Based on the identified keywords and themes present in the articles, we implemented
a clustering methodology to categorize the papers into four distinct groups representing
different aspects of personalized advertising in e-commerce. Each cluster represents a
specific facet within the field of personalized advertising. From behavioral analysis to busi-
ness impact and advertising strategies, the clusters collectively contribute to the evolving
landscape of personalized advertising, disclosing key themes such as user behavior, trust,
strategy, targeting, and the utilization of clickstream data.

Table 1 in the manuscript presents a condensed overview of these clusters, encapsulat-
ing their characteristics and keywords. The table also includes illustrative article examples
selected to represent each cluster, offering tangible instances that exemplify the themes
discussed within each category. The process of selecting illustrative articles was driven by
the goal of offering concrete examples to enhance the understanding of the varied research
areas in the field of personalized advertising in e-commerce.

By adhering to this systematic approach, we aimed to ensure a comprehensive and
well-organized representation of the literature related to personalized advertising in e-
commerce. The selected keywords and articles collectively contribute to the multidimen-
sional exploration of this dynamic field.

Next presented alluvial diagram in Figure 1 shows the size of our 4 clusters repre-
senting them as flows and visually linking them with shared most popular 4 keywords.
Keywords popularity are represented with curved lines whose width is proportional to
their frequency in selected cluster.

Figure 1. Clickstream data file structure and common webpage URL types.

After analyzing these articles, we noticed that many studies examine the impact of
personalization in advertising for boosting e-commerce sales. NAI’s study report [23]
found that behaviorally-targeted ads more than twice as valuable, twice as effective as
non-targeted online advertising in converting users who click on the ads into buyers and
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that behavioral advertising accounted for approximately 18% of advertising revenue. 91%
of consumers say they are more likely to shop with brands that provide offers and recom-
mendations that are relevant to them and 49% will likely become repeat buyers (repeat
buyer denotes a customer who makes at least two purchases with the same company) after
a personalized shopping experience with a retail brand, according to Segment’s 2022 State
of Personalization report [24]. Personalized advertising campaigns have shown promising
results, according to Chen et al. [25] and Kim et al. [26]. These campaigns designed to target
specific customer segments based on their browsing and purchasing behaviors, and have
been shown to be highly effective in increasing sales and customer engagement [27,28].

Our primary novelty of research objective aimed to develop an algorithm that ef-
fectively minimizes advertising costs while concurrently safeguarding e-commerce sales
from any adverse impact. In this sense, it would be very difficult to assign such a topic to
one of the examined clusters. Articles that closely align with our research goal are those
investigating customer behavior through an examination of their browsing history.

In Kagan & Ron Bekkerman [29] the machine learning has been applied to develop
a panel-based customer purchase model, trained by large data base of purchase history,
including products, their categories and number of purchases, which allows to recognize
potential customers for the target group for ads. The model proved to be highly effective in
determining the profile of a website’s audience and predicting product categories.

According to Yin et al. [30], personalized ads based on clickstream data led to a 50%
increase in conversion rates and a 46% increase in revenue per visitor compared to non-
personalized ads. Zhang et al. [31] found that by segmenting customers based on their
browsing behavior, e-commerce companies could increase click-through rates by up to
14% and conversion rates by up to 20% compared to non-segmented campaigns. Several
studies have proposed different methods, such as using the frequency of purchases [32],
demographic and other customer data [33], and machine learning algorithms [34].

Even more variables were applied for clustering customers and predicting their churn
rate by taking into account spending variables (spending amount in the last month, av-
erage payment amount per time) and behavioral variables (average number of products
purchased at one time, number of searches in the last month, average stay time per session,
number of visits in the last month) of each customer data [35].

The idea of analyzing sequence of customer journey in the website has been also
tested for selecting target groups for advertising. The sequential browsing behavior of
consumers was experimentally tested for targeted marketing strategies for e-commerce
platforms, by using clickstream data [36]. In this research the sequential browsing behavior
of consumer groups with heterogeneity expressed by demographic data was analyzed in
relationship to browsing duration, time of the day and other calendar feature analysis, and
by product categories.

This studies conducted by e-commerce researchers, found that using clickstream data
to personalize online advertisements can lead to significant improvements in conversion
rates and revenue for e-commerce companies. At the same time, we did not find in them
calculations of how this affects advertising company costs, although this is also a very
important issue when organizing an ads company.

3. Methodology for Calibrating the Customer’s Value Metric

The efficient advertising problem is firstly related to cost decisions, as showing ads for
each customer means expenses for the company in case those ads are clicked. Achieving
high precision of identification of target customer group which can potentially bring
biggest turnover becomes an extremely important marketing problem. The conservative
and widely accepted selection strategy mean that the target group for advertising is selected
from customers who have added an item to their shopping basket. The number of such
customers is about 10–30% from total number of surfers. The maximalist advertising
strategy includes all customers who have ever viewed the description of at least one item,
which should address about 90% of total number of surfers.
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Increasing the target group of customers for showing advertising ads dramatically
increases advertising budget, and lowers the profit of e-shop. The features which could
enable optimal selection of target group for advertising should increase the interest and
response of the customers to the advertisement which shows for them.

This article presents a comprehensive approach to targeting advertising scenarios for e-
commerce websites by utilizing clickstream data analysis and calculating the accumulated
customer activeness indicator. Target clusters of customers are built by weight-based
adjustment of visited links of different types. Clickstream data provides a detailed record
of a visitor’s online journey, including the sequence of pages visited, visit durations,
timestamps, search terms, ISPs, countries, browsers, and computer specifications. The
algorithm used in our strategy dynamically evaluates the accumulated activeness indicator,
taking into account the customer’s activity level, expediency in choosing items, and time
spent for exploring them. This helps to identify customers who are actively engaged to the
e-shop and are more likely to make a purchase.

The most widespread approach of reaching the customers by ads is to display adver-
tising and tagging, which implies that the advertising banner is shown when the customer
has left the webpage of the e-shop. This advertising tool attempts to retain visitors by
offering particular products and attractive pricing. Any type of classification based on
highlighting particular characteristics of customer behavior meets difficulties of identifying
them by data analysis and machine learning tools, it especially concerns e-shop visitors
who have not made any purchase decisions, and their clickstream data consists mainly of
browsing history. In general, we can characterize the e-shop surfers by assigning them to
three large classes:

• The first class consists of random surfers who are amused by the web-searching
process, but they do not have any buying intentions.

• The second class consists of customers who already have made a buying decision and
are looking for the particular item in the e-shop. In this case the surfers pre-analyze
the supply for these particular goods, make comparative evaluation of prices, and
in some cases they even pre-test the quality of goods by arriving to the “real” shop.
Therefore, the online shop is used only for getting discounts and other price awards,
also for making payment and arranging delivery of goods.

• The third class of the web-surfers consists of individuals who have not yet decided
about the object and location of their purchase, they use online search for discovering
most attractive propositions of e-shops. This particular class is the most attractive for
the organizers of marketing advertising campaigns.

The size of the third class greatly depends on the goals of the e-shop, its size and
popularity. The approximate assumption on the size of these parameters is based on
expert knowledge, which generally specify number of indecisive customers as of approxi-
mately 50%.

Our research covers the population of e-commerce online site users and their inter-
actions within the web browser, all meticulously documented in a clickstream file. The
clickstream data file used for analysis we will call Tracks DB (TDB) (see Figure 2). It contains
basic information such as customer ID (CID), the URL of the visited webpage, and the date
and time of the page visit.

Figure 2. Clickstream data file structure and common webpage URL types (Tracks DB).
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According to the structure of the clickstream data file the E-shop webpage URL
can describe four different types-levels of visited webpages: Group of items, Specific
Item ID, Shopping Basket control page and Checkout page (Figure 2). Each type of link
provides more information gathered about the selected product and stronger evidence of
purchase possibility.

The presence of 4-level specific links in TDB file (E-shop webpage URL) indicates a
different level of customer readiness to purchase. The main home webpage of an e-shop
may indicate just customer curiosity, while the use of links to detailed item descriptions
shows a stronger desire to analyze and compare product features or prices among different
suppliers. Adding items to the shopping basket does not necessarily indicate a purchase,
as about 20% of basket items are abandoned without payment, but this action main mean
more serious intention to buy than home page visit. The most valuable customers are those
who frequently visit the e-shop, make purchases, and have a high total purchase value.

The Specific Item ID link is connected to the second file—Product DB (PDB), which
contains detailed information about the products, such as product name, price, current
discount, etc. By analyzing the product-related data, the proposed strategy can recom-
mend personalized advertising scenarios that are tailored to each customer’s preferences
and needs.

Our methodology fundamentally revolves around displaying advertisements exclu-
sively to the most valuable customers. The value of the customer is assumed to increase if
their spending value at the e-shop increases. The proposed link-based customer’s value
indicator can be expressed by assigning different weights to the visited links. The total
indicator characterizing the dynamics of customer engagement in e-shop surfing is defined
as the cumulative value or the Customer Merit (CM) index. The CM index is the total
weighted sum of the visited links, where the weights of possible links are denoted as w1,
w2, w3, and w4, accordingly to 4 possible types of webpages. The CM index takes into
account all types of adjustments and parameter settings, such as defining minimum time
spent on the webpage to ensure that the customer’s awareness of the presented information
is sufficient. Only the customers with a sufficient value of the index CM can be assigned to
the advertising campaign for showing ads to them.

Additionally, the CM calculation takes into account the recency of the visits, as the
more recent visits are considered to be stronger indicators of customer engagement than the
elder ones. The algorithm also considers the frequency of visits to the e-shop, as frequent
visits indicate a higher level of interest and engagement.

The CM index calculation is performed dynamically, taking into account the cus-
tomer’s activity level, expediency in choosing items, and time spent exploring them. The
algorithm also considers the customer’s behavior across different types of links to deter-
mine their level of engagement and interest. The dynamic cumulative CM index value for
each customer is registered in a third file—Customer DB (CDB). It enables to track customer
value in real time and select candidates for a personalized advertising campaign.

The visual example of calculating CM index for a selected customer is shown in
Figure 3, where we can observe an illustrative example of a customer’s sequence of actions
at the e-shop site.

The session starts with the customer visiting the webpage showing a group of items,
then it follows by clicking on a specific product item and transferring it to the basket. The
customer then proceeds to preview another product before making a purchase of a specific
item. At each step of the browsing session, the CM index is recalculated and checked if it
has reached the limit value L. Customers with a CM index above the limit L are assigned to
the advertising campaign, and their CM index is set to the initial value for starting new
calculation. If the CM index does not reach the limit value L, it is updated dynamically
based on the customer’s activities. The initial CM index can be set to different values
depending on the customer’s merits. The default initial value is 0, but it can be set as a
bigger value for the customers who have registered with the e-shop, agreed to receive
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promotional information, or engaged in other interactions that might be feasible to start
dynamic calculation of CM from higher initial CM index value.

Figure 3. E-shop customer visited links and CM calculation example.

3.1. Adjustment Weights of Visited Links

The weight values of e-shop customer visited links are defined as w1, w2, w3, and
w4. They are not fixed and need to be adjusted for each e-shop separately and even as
changing e-shop trading conditions. The experimental research showed that they should be
regularly recalculated within time periods (monthly, weekly) or after any events that have
a significant effect on the e-shop’s turnover. Various methods can be employed to evaluate
the weights for e-shop links using tracking data (file Tracks DB), including artificial neural
networks, analytical hierarchical process, expert and decision support systems, machine
learning models or statistical analysis. In our experimental research, the statistical stream
data analysis was used to assign weights in a way that ensures the total weights sum
equals 1. The example of procedure in Python for calculating weights values can be found
in Appendix A.

The presented code defines weights of the visited links during 7-day period window.
This period better characterizes the variety of e-shop trading patterns. The initial observa-
tions of the e-shop data showed that the number of visitors, total number of visited links,
e-shop surfing time is different for particular weekdays. The minimum time denoting
significant interest to the website links is set to 10 s, which is especially important for
showing interest to ‘Group of Items’ and ‘Specific Item’ content.

According to this procedure, we loop over all customers in the TDB and check if the
time spent in the ‘Group of Items’ and ‘Specific Item’ links is greater than 10 s. If yes, the
sums for each link for that day are updated. After looping over all customers and all days,
the daily averages of visited links frequency are calculated. Finally, the weights for each
link are calculated by applying reverse value of averages of visited links per week, making
total sum of 1. We use reverse averages value to ensure greater weight for less frequently
visited Basket and Checkout links. The obtained ratio of weights enables reliable selection
of indecisive customers by the value of Customer Merit index.
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3.2. The Algorithm of Advertising Campaign Assignment

In order to accumulate the changes of customer’s merit (CM) index, we suggest to
use a separate Customer DB (CDB) file. The CDB file contains a number of variables that
provide valuable insights into the behavior characteristics of customers. These variables
include the customer’s unique ID, their current CM index value, and the date/time of
their last access. Additionally, the CDB tracks the customer’s browsing behavior, including
the last items viewed with their prices, as well as the count and value of items they have
purchased. In Figure 4, a list of all the CDB variables with assigned names is provided.

Figure 4. CM computing and advertising campaign assignment algorithm.

Moreover, the CDB contains additional information that can further support customer
analytics. This includes whether the customer has a registration ID, the type of browser
they are using, the operating system they are on, and other relevant characteristics. This
information is used to set initial CM index values, determine a limit value L and provide a
more comprehensive understanding of each customer’s behavior and preferences. By ana-
lyzing these variables, businesses can better tailor their marketing strategies and optimize
their e-commerce platforms to improve customer satisfaction and drive sales.

The algorithm for calculating the customer index (CM) involves increasing it after
each customer action (visited link) according the Tracks DB file records until it reaches a
limit value (L), at which point an advertising campaign is assigned.

The value of L is then returned to the personalized initial value of L. To assign the next
advertising campaign, the customer’s CM must once again reach the limit value (L).
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If a customer has not been active on the e-shop for a significant period of time, their
CM value should decrease. We suggest their CM index is decreased by 1% for each day
of inactivity.

For more detailed explanation of the CM computing algorithm, please refer to Figure 4.
In the diagram of the algorithm, we use the file variable names shown at the top right on
Figure 4.

Figure 4, illustrates the procedure of the customer index (CM) computing algorithm.
It involves the use of a coefficient k to decrease the CM index value. When k is set to 0.01,
it implies that the CM index will be reduced by 1% for each day since the customer’s last
visit to the e-shop.

If a customer makes a new visit to the e-shop, but their CM index exceeds the limit
value L and an advertising campaign has already been assigned, no new campaign is
provided. Additionally, the CM value is decreased by L. Similarly, if a customer has just
made a checkout, an advertising campaign is not assigned.

As we can see from Figure 4, the algorithm follows and register in the Customers DB
file the 3 last products the user was interested in, their price and the total value and count
of all purchases. This does not affect the CM index value, but can be used to determine the
nature of the advertisement campaign.

Our algorithm let as to choose the advertising campaign limit value L depending on
how much money we want to spend on this company. If we select L at level 0, advertising
will be assigned to all customers who visit the e-shop site. By increasing the value of L,
we will reduce the customers number included in advertising company and, at the same
time, the budget required for this. How to determine the optimal value of L that ensures
the minimum advertisement company price and the maximum attraction of customers is
a rather complex task that requires extensive calculations on click-stream data for each
individual e-shop.

In the next section, using 2 real e-shops click-stream data, we will demonstrate the
performance of our proposed algorithm for different values of limit value L. The number
of advertising campaigns assigned to customers in e-shop, as well as the size of the target
group of e-shop surfers, is adjusted based on the dynamics of their CM index.

4. Experimental Results for Validating Proposed Algorithm

Targeted advertising is challenging to define due to various factors that influence it.
Nevertheless, e-shops set their advertising budgets based on historical data or consultant
advice. It is widely accepted that targeted advertising has a positive impact.

The effectiveness of ad campaigns and our proposed algorithm to boost e-commerce
sales and reduce advertising cost is experimentally tested on two different Lithuanian
e-commerce websites (A and B) characterized by distinct daily visitor counts and varied
numbers of visited webpages. The website A specializes in a comprehensive range of
cutting-edge computer and household appliances, offering customers the latest technology
and innovative solutions for their homes. E-Shop B stands out as a go-to destination for
computer and household appliances, featuring a diverse selection that caters to various
needs, from high-performance computing devices to modern home essentials. The website
A receives approximately 40 while website B has around 20 thousand visitors per day.
The approximate daily number of items in clickstream data files are correspondingly
460 and 180 thousand. The analysis performed is based on data from 8 trading days,
dealing with more than 4500 thousand clickstream records. Personalized data for this study
was generously provided by the e-commerce platforms. The choice of an 8-day research
window was guided by the necessity to ensure a minimum of 7 days for the comprehensive
evaluation of visited weblinks weights, specifically focusing on days characterized by
typical trade turnover.

Original clickstream data was collected in comma delimited files-one file for one day.
The variables collected in this file are: pixel—record identification, user—customer ID, data
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-link accessed, time—Unix timestamp, referrer—previous site link and device—device used.
The example of data used is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Sample data used for research.

pixel,user,data,time,referer,device
"03961a9aec33176b0da49025129ba6b9","yGnKzKczkXYVkzvNUFJzABuh","1332318","1459031456","n/a","n/a"
"2d1d2117720963a2e5044adb3ead812e","Cb2mZUNbN5e2oDfNOPCrdxuL","5781629","1459030401","n/a","n/a"
"2d1d2117720963a2e5044adb3ead812e","V1g7XghskUw1Ww31PA0Sav","5202637","1459030081","n/a","computer Windows 10"
"2d1d2117720963a2e5044adb3ead812e","T1Vayny7E0pLnVzFrX2P8cvT","5705688","1459031489","n/a","n/a"
"2d1d2117720963a2e5044adb3ead812e","bOYX9e_HwpK0ZVM3GAbSE","6275257","1459030497","n/a","computer Windows 7"
"2d1d2117720963a2e5044adb3ead812e","7DXBqZFklwg-zfqxLo2jatv9","3799565","1459030017","n/a","computer Windows 10"
"03961a9aec33176b0da49025129ba6b9","XuL27ah4Q0FFLviG0Qrs3koJ","https://www.xxxxx.lt/","1459032097","n/a","n/a"
"2d1d2117720963a2e5044adb3ead812e","ChMh1jAhmQ0LK78KYQWGQc0S","http://yyy.lt/kampai","1459030209","n/a","n/a"

All calculations were done by using EXCEL and Python 3.8.10 64-bit software.
The aim of this experiment is to identify dependencies in weblinks weights distribu-

tions used to compute the CM index values and the selection of limit value L to target
customer groups for advertising campaigns between the two websites.

We start with some statistical characteristics of websites A and B, including the average
number of links per day visited by customers, are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Some statistical characteristics for e-shops.

Average Statistics per Day
E-Shops

A B

Customers 43,270 1589
Group of items 457,062 109,297
Specific Item 122,894 38,703
Shopping Basket 7322 1654
Checkout page 1882 650
Time per customer (min) 7.07 3.86

Based on the data presented in Table 3, it can be observed that e-shop A has more than
2 times as many visiting customers compared to e-shop B. The percentage of customers
who make a purchase is similar between the two e-shops.

However, customers of e-shop A tend to use the shopping basket twice as often
compared to those of e-shop B. This suggests that e-shop A has a lot of unused resources in
convincing the customer to pay for the items placed in the cart.

Additionally, the average duration of time spent by surfers on site A is twice as long
as that of site B. This may be the case if the e-shop A provides a lot of information on one
page, or the information provided is quite complicated.

Overall, the results suggest that e-shop A has a larger and more engaged customer base,
with customers spending more time on the website and using the shopping basket feature
more frequently. Meanwhile, e-shop B has a smaller customer base with less engagement.

Next, we will try to calculate the dynamics of the customer’s index CM and select
members appropriate for behaviorally-targeted advertising campaign. First, using the
procedure described in Appendix A, we estimate the weights of visited links separately for
each e-store A and B.

The results of calculation are given on the Table 4.
These results show that the weights assigned to visited links Group of items and

Specific item in e-shop A is more than twice lower than for e-shops B links. This mean that
in e-shop A, these links are often opened without going to the shopping basket or checkout
page. This is also confirmed by the results from Table 3, where the traffic of these links is
significantly higher in e-shop A.

https://www.xxxxx.lt/
http://yyy.lt/kampai
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Table 4. Weights for all types of visited links in e-shops A and B.

Visited Links
E-Shops

A B

Group of items 0.02389 0.06840
Specific Item 0.06984 0.12885
Shopping Basket 0.28426 0.29769
Checkout page 0.62201 0.50506

The overlap of weights for the shopping basket implies a very similar percentage of
customers on both e-commerce platforms using this opportunity. We have already seen
from Table 3 that only every fourth item placed in shopping basket e-shop A is paid, while
e-shop B approximately 40% of such items. Thus, in order to encourage a visit to the
checkout page, a weight of 0.622 is given to such a visit in e-shop A.

Of course, we can use other algorithms already mentioned to select the weights, but we
should not forget that these methods should be easily implemented, realizing the necessity
of frequent recalculation of these weights.

Next, we will try to investigate how the limit value L affects the CM index values and
the size of the target group of customers selected for advertising campaigns. For that, we
will apply the algorithm described in Figure 4 to calculate CM index from the available
clickstream data of both e-shops to target high-value customer groups. The results of
calculation are collected in file CDB and we can investigate the influence of limit value L
on the size of target group.

Table 5 shows the average percentage of target customers selected for advertising
campaigns based on 9 values of L: 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.

Table 5. The size in % of selected target groups.

L Values
E-Shops

A B

0.2 41.50 38.15
0.3 33.29 32.29
0.4 27.30 27.03
0.5 22.41 23.51
0.6 19.58 19.80
0.7 17.25 18.00
0.8 15.19 15.76
0.9 13.49 14.41
1.0 12.18 12.90

Regardless of the rather different parameters of the considered e-commerce sites, the
size of the selected group for personalized advertising is very similar and depends only on
the CM limit value L. Optimizing the size of target customers group and the intensity of
personalized advertising campaigns can be achieved by changing the CM limit value L.
Thus, each e-shop can assess its financial capabilities and choose the appropriate size of the
target group according to the parameter L.

Bearing in mind that the same advertising campaign was applied to all visitors of
e-commerce sites, we will determine how effective can be our target group selection for
personalized advertising campaign, i.e., we will see what percentage of visitors in the
selected target group and those who did not enter it, made purchases in stores A and B
respectively (see Table 6).
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Table 6. The percent of ads success in selected customer group.

L Values

E-Shops

A B

Target Group Other
Customers Target Group Other

Customers

0.2 8.28 1.43 4.65 3.11
0.3 10.32 1.25 5.49 2.84
0.4 12.58 1.15 6.56 2.64
0.5 15.32 1.08 7.55 2.52
0.6 17.54 1.04 8.96 2.40
0.7 19.85 1.03 9.83 2.35
0.8 22.49 1.01 11.16 2.30
0.9 25.21 1.01 12.14 2.28
1.0 27.81 1.01 13.37 2.27

Observing the behavior of customers in store A, we notice that the larger the selected
target group for ads, i.e., L is smaller, the success rate is lower. By success we mean checkout
for goods. So, if L = 0.2 and the target group consists of 41% of all customers, we have only
8% of successful transactions. And when L = 1 we have selected only 12% of customers,
but the success of the advertising company reaches almost 28%.

Conversely, based on our data, only approximately 1% of customers who were not
exposed to the advertising campaign made a purchase.

Examining the results of e-shop B, we observe trends very similar to those of store
A, but the efficiency of target group in B was almost twice as low as that of group A. At
the same time, we observe an increased number of purchases among unselected for ads
customers. Why did this happen? There can be many reasons for this. First of all, our data
on purchases is already conditioned by advertising, since the e-commerce portals apply
advertising to all interested customers. We propose that the advertising companies used
in e-stores A and B are very different, and e-store A’s advertising is significantly more
effective. The design of online stores sites can also affect the success of an advertising
company. The more attractive, more complete and more organized it is, the more customers
will return back to make a purchase.

Therefore, for the application of proposed algorithm, it is very important to correctly
determine the links weights and select the optimal limit value L for customer index CM.
Only in this case we will have the sufficient size of the personalized advertising group
which will allow to reduce ads company cost and ensure the effectiveness of the advertis-
ing campaign.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

The majority of e-commerce sites face the challenge of selecting customers who need
assistance and encouragement to make purchasing decisions. The problem is that customers
do not always admit they need help, and may simply switch to a different e-shop where they
feel more attended to. Moreover, e-commerce platforms typically aspire to autonomously
control advertising campaign costs and delineate the dimensions of their target audience.
To address this issue, the article presents an algorithm for calculating the Customer Merit
index (CM), which estimates the value of a customer based on their clickstream data and
determines whether assistance should be provided during their online shopping experience.
Typically, this assistance comes in the form of personalized advertising campaigns that
reflect the customer’s interests. While the duration and modes of these campaigns were
not specified, the presented scenario of accumulating customer surfing history data could
facilitate decision-making in this area.

Given the agile and migratory nature of e-commerce websites, which cater to a wide
range of customers and goods, the proposed method of dynamic customer ranking allows
for the weights of evaluation factors to be recalculated and adjusted CM values to be
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obtained in response to changes in the trading situation. Additionally, the setting of CM
limit value L allows for the modification of the cluster size of customers who are assigned
to the advertising campaign. This feature is crucial for meeting changes in advertising
budget, modes, and campaign formats.

The experimental testing of the proposed method was carried out on two online shops
A and B with different parameters such as size, number of customers, and assortment of
goods. The e-shop A has more than 40 thousand visitors per day and near half million
clicks records, The B respectively 20 and 110 thousand. The results of the empirical research
confirm the stability of the method, which can reliably select a sample of the most valuable
customers by applying the same value of L across different e-commerce structures.

By analyzing the effectiveness of advertising campaigns on two different e-commerce
sites A and B, we have selected 9 different size target groups. The target group size is
directly influenced by the limiting value L of the CM index. The study found that the
success of advertising campaigns highly depends on the size of the targeted customer
group. Specifically, a bigger CM index limit value L resulted in a higher success rate, as
fewer customers were targeted but the advertising was more effective. As example, for
target group L = 0.2 which consists of 41% customers, we have only 8% of successful
transactions, while for smaller target group with L = 1 and 12% of customers we have
almost 28% of success in advertising company. On the other hand, only about 1% of
purchases are observed among unselected customers.

The study also found that the design and effectiveness of the advertising campaigns
varied between the two e-commerce sites, highlighting the importance of selecting the
optimal L value and accurately weighting the links used by customers. Overall, the study
suggests that personalized advertising based on the Customer Merit index can significantly
reduce advertising costs while maintaining or even increasing the effectiveness of the
advertising campaign.

The presented experimental case study demonstrates that the practical implementation
of the algorithm can produce reliable clustering results and select a sample of the most
valuable customers for advertising campaigns. By providing personalized assistance to cus-
tomers based on their clickstream data, e-commerce sites can improve customer satisfaction
and increase sales providing flexibility in the advertising budget and campaign format.

The scientific implications of our study extend to researchers and students, offering
insights into the effectiveness of personalized advertising algorithms in the context of e-
commerce. For online store managers, practical implications arise in optimizing advertising
campaigns for increased customer engagement and sales. Customers of these online
websites may benefit from a more personalized and relevant shopping experience.

Future research could explore how to make advertising campaigns more effective by
adjusting their duration, intensity, and content. Additionally, there is potential to use a
newly created Customer Database (CDB) to determine key aspects of advertising, like the
number of items promoted and personalized values for targeted ads based on Customer
Metrics (CM) and customer behavior history. While it’s challenging to find e-commerce
companies that do not utilize advertising agencies, studying such data and comparing
e-commerce sales before and after ad campaigns, using our proposed methodology, would
be of interest.
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of the manuscript.
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Appendix A. Procedure in Python for Calculating Weights Values

INPUT:
TDB: Track DB stream data for the last 7 days (one-week data)
OUTPUT:
w1: weight for visiting Group of Items link (GoI)
w2: weight for visiting Specific Item link (SI)
w3: weight for visiting Basket link (PB)
w4: weight for visiting Checkout link (CO)
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
“““
Created on Fri Mar 24 11:46:04 2023
@author: Virgilijus
“““
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd

# assuming the file is in CSV format, change the path and separator as needed
file_path = r”C:\TDB.csv”
separator = “,”
# read the file into a pandas dataframe
TDB = pd.read_csv(file_path, sep=separator)
# Initialize sums for all links
sum_group_of_items = np.zeros((7,))
sum_specific_item = np.zeros((7,))
sum_basket = np.zeros((7,))
sum_checkout = np.zeros((7,))
# Loop over all days in TDB
for day in range(1, 8):

# Loop over all customers in TDB
for customer in TDB:

# Calculate the sum value of visited links for the current customer
if customer[‘time_spent_GoI’] > 10 and customer[‘time_spent_SI’] > 10:

sum_group_of_items[day-1] += customer[‘GoI’]
sum_specific_item[day-1] += customer[‘SI’]
sum_basket[day-1] += customer[‘PB’]
sum_checkout[day-1] += customer[‘CO’]

# Calculate the daily averages of visited links
avg_group_of_items = np.mean(sum_group_of_items)
avg_specific_item = np.mean(sum_specific_item)
avg_basket = np.mean(sum_basket)
avg_checkout = np.mean(sum_checkout)
# Calculate the weights
sum_av_list=1/avg_group_of_items+1/avg_specific_item+1/avg_basket+1/
avg_checkout
w1 = (1/avg_group_of_items) * sum_av_list
w2 = (1/avg_specific_item) * sum_av_list
w3 = (1/avg_basket) * sum_av_list
w4 = (1/avg_checkout) * sum_av_list
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